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The way you think, the way you behave, the 

way you eat, can influence your life by 30 to 50 

years. ~ Deepak Chopra 

 

 

 

Happiness is the highest form of health. 

~ H.H. The Dalai Lama 

 

 

  



Acupuncture maximizes your body’s healing capacity, and 

gives you more and more of your best days until you are 

either better, or in the best state you can achieve given 

the circumstances.  ~ Craig Swogger, L.Ac. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Many of my patients have asked me how Acupuncture works.  “Why should sticking my body 

with tiny needles I can barely feel make me better?” they wonder.  I wondered the same thing 

when I first received acupuncture. 

That wondering led me to read study after study, books, blogs and posts all trying to explain 

how acupuncture works from an anatomical or metaphysical perspective.   What I found was as 

varied as the sources were.  Some talked about the nervous system, some about meridians or  

channels of life force in the body.  Some experts stressed the role of fascia, and others the 

cascade of chemicals involved in pain and inflammation.  A few mentioned the ancient Daoist 

ideas of Yin, Yang and Qi. 

The funny thing is, while I read these varied perspectives I was convinced by each one!  I 

bounced from one seemingly right answer to another.  Eventually I came to a new perspective:  

they may ALL BE RIGHT.  After all, this is a complicated and interconnected world, and the 

human body is arguably one of the most intricate things we can find on the face of the Earth. 



So what if they are all right?  How do I use that information?  How does knowing any of this 

empower me?   In fact, what I really discovered is that you can’t pinpoint one factor that makes 

acupuncture so effective, and trying to do so wasn’t useful to me or to my patients.  However, 

you can say some very general, and very USEFUL things about how acupuncture works that puts 

the power into your hands, as a patient, to assist the process that acupuncture sets in motion. 

Embedded in the answer I am about to give about how acupuncture works, therefore, is the key 

to how you can improve your own health.  In truth, if you take this information and apply it, you 

can begin the healing process long before stepping foot into my office.  

So here it is: 

Acupuncture stimulates, and increases your 

body’s capacity to heal itself. 

 

That’s it.  That’s all there is to it. 

Acupuncture does this by working on all the systems mentioned above, and more: the nervous 

system, Yin, Yang, Qi, inflammatory processes, natural opiates, etc., but the net effect is that 

acupuncture stimulates and increases your body’s miraculous ability to heal itself. 

THAT is empowering information.  Why?  Because at the core of this is the simple fact that your 

body heals itself. 



Of course it does.  You know this already.  You’ve watched everything from scratches and 

booboos, to colds, flus and perhaps broken bones and worse heal ever since you were little.  

The body does this automatically.  The world is constantly breaking down the body, and the 

body is constantly healing itself. 

But the other thing this statement is getting at is that this process can be stimulated.  It can be 

altered, speed up, maximized.  And that, my friends, is where the empowerment begins, 

because it’s not just acupuncture that can do this.  YOU can choose to live in a way that assists 

your body’s capacity to heal.  Everything you eat, drink, think, and do alters the healing 

landscape within you, and a few simple adjustments may be all that’s needed to bring your 

body into a more active healing state. 

So, to maximize your body’s capacity to heal itself before you ever have a single acupuncture 

session from me follow these instructions: 

 

1) Eat well.  Have veggies and fruit every day.  Keep your meat and grain portions moderate.  

Skip the fried, sugary, and over-processed foods.  Eat lots of leafy greens and make sure you are 

getting living, probiotic foods regularly.  (See my articles on eating your greens and using 

probiotic foods to help transform the health of your digestive system). 

Eat Your Greens:  http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Eat%20Your%20Greens 

Probiotic Foods:  http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Probiotic%20Foods 

 

http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Eat%20Your%20Greens
http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Probiotic%20Foods


2) Rest enough.  You not only heal faster while you rest, but you allow for more energy and 

healing even while you are active. 

 

3) Get outside and contact the ground every once and a while.  This can alter the electrical 

charges in the body, and increase the blood’s role in healing (see my article on grounding). 

Grounding For Health: http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Grounding%20For%20Health%20and%20Well-Being  

 

4) Meditate a few minutes each day.  Meditation reduces stress, hypertension, inflammation, 

and increases the healing processes in the body.  It increases positive feelings, increases 

awareness and attention, and in general just makes us happier people when done consistently.  

It only takes a few minutes, so please start meditating today!  (Try this 10 minute guided 

meditation) 

Ten Minute Meditation:  http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Ten%20Minute%20Guided%20Meditation  

 

Just these few things are enough to empower your body’s ability to heal itself.  Healing doesn’t 

happen overnight though.  Once you maximize your ability to heal you still have to give it time 

to happen.  Yes, healing takes time.  There is no magic pill.  But there is this almost magical, 

natural healing that takes place over time when you create the conditions for it. 

 

 

http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Grounding%20For%20Health%20and%20Well-Being
http://www.wilshireacupuncture.com/wellness-tips#Ten%20Minute%20Guided%20Meditation


Where Does Acupuncture Fit Into This? 

Now that you know some things you can do to empower your own ability to heal, let me more 

fully reveal what acupuncture adds to this process, what you can expect from it, and how much 

acupuncture you may need for it to really begin working. 

1) Acupuncture stimulates and supercharges healing.  Through all of the processes mentioned 

above and more, acupuncture tells your body “healing is needed here” and the body responds.  

I’ve seen it happen over and over again.  I gently place a few needles near the injury, add a few 

needles in other places according to ancient principles, and the healing begins. 

But you don’t have to take my word for it.  It is used in modern hospitals across Asia to increase 

healing outcomes.  Patients get better faster, and with less need for surgery and drugs.  The 

reason acupuncture has been used for thousands of years over countless treatments is simple: 

it works.   

2) More acupuncture is better – in fact, if you don’t get enough acupuncture within a certain 

period of time you haven’t given it a chance.  The more acupuncture “talks” to the nervous 

system, the channels, the endocrine system and the tissues, the more the body responds with 

healing.  I recommend 2-3 treatments a week for the first 2 or 3 weeks.  Everyone needs 5 or 6 

treatments to really give acupuncture a chance to show what it can do.  Once the healing 

process is really going well treatments can be reduced.  In the final stage we do the occasional 

treatment to solidify the process.  Eventually, your need for acupuncture comes to an end, as 

the body has come to its optimal state given your condition. 



Which brings me to another way to look at what acupuncture does for us:  it gives us more of 

our “best days”.  What do I mean by this?  Well, most of us have some change in the way we 

experience our illness or injury.  Some days it’s worse, some days it’s better.  This may be very 

subtle, or very pronounced, but most illnesses have some variation.  Acupuncture moves us in 

the direction of more “best days”.  The reason for this is that when the body is healing 

optimally, you have “best days”, and acupuncture helps optimize healing.  Eventually, when the 

healing is complete, you only have “best days”.  That is what we are aiming for with 

acupuncture. 

3) Traditional Chinese Medicine is more than just acupuncture.  I’ll tailor dietary and lifestyle 

instructions to your specific needs in order to maximize your ability to heal.  And, I may 

prescribe herbs, which are really just very powerful foods, that can help move you even closer 

to your best, radiant health. 

So that’s it. 

Acupuncture maximizes your body’s healing capacity, and gives you more and more of your 

best days until you are either better, or in the best state you can achieve given the 

circumstances. 

If you would like to take advantage of acupuncture and TCM, please feel free to contact me at 

310-425-8082.  Or you can email me at craig@wilshireacupuncture.com 

May You Be Happy And Well, 

Craig Swogger, L.Ac., Dipl. O.M. 

mailto:craig@wilshireacupuncture.com

